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Obbie;vi	della	ricerca	

•  Computazionale	-	Ges3one	dei	da3	per	la	costruzione,	la	
validazione	e	l’applicazione	dei	modelli	computazionali	per	la	
medicina	molecolare.	Sviluppo	di	formalismi	ada;	a	modelli	
mul3-livello.	

•  Biologia/Clinica	-	Comprensione	di	come	le	variazioni	
gene3che	causano	variazioni	feno3piche.	
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Computazionale	-	Modelli	

•  Modelli	fenomenologici	–	rela3vi	alle	osservazioni	empiriche	
di	un	fenomeno	

•  Modelli	meccanicis3ci	–	rela3vi	alla	comprensione	dei	
meccanismi	alla	base	di	un	fenomeno	
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HDC model: biological implications
At the moment, the HDC simulations are 
entirely theoretical, and we are just complet-
ing a first round of experimental testing. It is 
nonetheless worth discussing their implica-
tions for a theory of cancer invasion, as the 
simulations are the result of a model built 
on mathematical foundations10 rooted in 
biologically reasonable assumptions.

In a concise sense, the HDC model pre-
dicts that cancer invasion is best explained 
in terms of the struggle between cancer cell 
phenotypes. At first glance, this appears to be 
not particularly novel, because the concept 
of clonal selection during cancer progres-
sion has been accepted for decades14. What 
is fundamentally new, however, is that the 
HDC model predicts that cancer cells form 
an invasive tissue because they are compet-
ing with each other, as opposed to invading 
as a consequence of mutations in key genes 
or a faulty signalling network, or because of 
intervening regulatory microenvironmental 
factors (see next section). When competi-
tion for resources or space becomes tough 
(harsh microenvironment), better adapted 
phenotypes win the competition and grow 
in an invasive pattern. If competition is low 
or absent (mild microenvironment), then 
similar, well-adapted phenotypes evolve but 
coexist with lesser adaptive ones and form a 
smooth-margined tumour.

Put another way, the HDC simulations 
lead to a novel hypothesis: a tumour is 
composed of individual cells, but it is their 
collective, rather than individual behaviour 

that determines the invasive property of the 
tumour. The HDC model is able to capture 
this emergent property because of its intrin-
sic multiscale nature: the tumour is repre-
sented as a population of individual cells, 
and invasion is an emergent property of the 
collective behaviour of this population at the 
tissue scale (FIG. 3). This is an alternative to 

the current invasive phenotype paradigm, in 
which invasion is the culmination of a linear 
cancer progression process.

There are at least three implications from 
these hypotheses and predictions that are 
relevant to the message of this Perspective. 
First, this is an excellent example of what 
mathematical modelling has to offer to 
cancer research: it is self-evident that this 
type of insight is difficult to produce and, 
perhaps most importantly, to validate, unless 
such quantitative systems approaches are 
used. Second, the simulation result points 
to experiments that would not otherwise be 
conceived. In fairness, clonal competition 
experiments between cancer cells were 
conducted in the 1980s15, but assessing the 
relevance of this process in the absence of 
quantitative computer simulations was diffi-
cult and the research was abandoned. Third, 
it exposes a gap in our knowledge, theoreti-
cal and experimental, of the mechanics and 
dynamics of cancer evolutionary processes.

Selective forces in the microenviron-
ment are known to exist, but they are not 
characterized in quantitative details, perhaps 
because their crucial importance in the 
specifics of cancer progression is not appre-
ciated. The behaviour of cells in response 
to these forces is also not difficult to accept, 
but again their potential to determine 
widely diverging outcomes is difficult to 
grasp intuitively. We submit that modelling 

Figure 2 | Cancer is multiscale. Changes at the genetic level lead to modified intracellular signal-
ling which causes changes in cellular behaviour and gives rise to cancerous tissue. Eventually, organs 
and the entire organism are affected. We propose that a focus on the cell as the fundamental unit 
of cancer naturally links molecular reductionism with quantitavive holism (qolism) (BOX 1).

 Box 2 | Mathematical modelling of cancer: a brief overview

There is a long tradition of mathematical models of tumour growth, ranging from simple 
temporal population dynamic models to full three-dimensional spatiotemporal models (see 
REF. 3 for a review). Over the past 10 years or so there has been a rapid growth in deterministic 
reaction–diffusion models that explicitly consider the tumour as a single continuous density 
varying in both space and time. Generally these have been used to model the spatial spread of 
tumours in the form of one-dimensional invading waves or as two-dimensional patterns of 
cancer cells2,32–42. Other numerical approaches have been considered43–45 but these still treat the 
tumour as a continuous mass. Although all these models are able to capture the tumour 
structure at the tissue scale, they fail to describe the tumour at the cellular level.
The development of single-cell-based modelling techniques provides such a description and 
allows one to easily model cell–cell and cell–microenvironment interactions (see REF. 5 for a 
review). Several different individual-based models of tumour growth have been developed 
recently, including cellular automata models1,10,11,46–53, Potts models54–56, agent-based models57 or 
lattice-free models58,59. Many of these models are also hybrid by definition and couple the 
advantages of individual-based models, representing cells, with continuous reaction–diffusion 
models that better represent environmental variables such as nutrients or tissue. Such hybrid 
models also allow one to link multiple models across multiple spatial scales, from genes to organ. 
The ability to bridge scales makes them ideal for cancer modelling as they effectively 
compartmentalize each scale and allow processes to bridge these compartments10,11,45,46,54,57,59. 
Therefore, these so-called multiscale models are far more accessible to the biologist both in terms 
of understanding and in terms of experimental validation.

Mathematical models of cancer are often complex and are unlikely to be amenable to standard 
mathematical analysis and therefore are nearly always solved by means of computational 
solution. Such computational solutions, either numerical or simulation-based, require a great 
deal of computing power (especially three-dimensional models, FIG. 5), which has only recently 
become widely available. It seems clear that we are now seeing the emergence of 
computational models as the dominant tool in mathematical models of cancer.
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Scala	temporale:	da	reazioni	metaboliche	(per	es.	10-14)	a	
	ore	,	mesi,	anni	dei	processi	biomedici	

Scala	spaziale:	
	dalla	dimensione	intracellulare		
al	tessuto,	agli	organi	
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Modelli	paziente-specifico	perme6eranno		
di	u3lizzare	da3	clinici	e	genomici	per			
studiare	i	meccanismi	alla	base	di	una		

patologia	e	l’effe6o	
delle	terapie	specifiche.	

	



Biologia/Clinica	–	Generazione	da3	
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Con3nua	riduzione		
dei	cos3	sperimentali	

Eterogeneità	dei	da3	



Biologia/Clinica	–	Generazione	da3	
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Metagenomica:		
studio	delle	comunità	microbiche	

Stra3ficazione	dei	pazien3	
U3lizzo		di	tessu3	surroga3	



Medicina	Molecolare	
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U3lizzo	di	da3	omici	nei	modelli	computazionali		
propone	sfide	

		
sia	nella	definizione	di	tecniche		

di		soluzione	dei	modelli	
	

sia	nelle	modalità	di	interpretazione	dei	da3		
genomici	e	trascri6omici	in		

	modelli		mul3-livelli	

Integrazione	tra	discipline	e	competenze	



Grazie	


